
Preparing for 

your conversation
as part of the 1 Hour Project



The goal

Inspire and build confidence to your

industry expertise – so that they can

ultimately be successful.



The expectation
How do we make an impact in an hour? 

Remember, this is the first time that this individual may

have experienced an opportunity like this, therefore you

know there will be nerves. 

In that hour lies an opportunity for you to give a great

overview of your sector. Please reinforce that this is your

perspective and encourage them to do further research.



Helpful tips
that you may want to explain in your conversation:

How does your sector recruit graduates?

What are the key experiences, skills and strengths that

you admire in candidates?



What made you decide to start a career

in your sector of expertise?
 



What experiences will help

them get noticed?
 



What are the big no no’s?
 



How do they learn more

about your organisation

and sector?



Suggested agenda
In the 1 hour, we would advise that you may want to follow a simple

format like The Student Job Coach DATA   Model

AD AT

INTRODUCTION

5 MINS

Introduce yourself and

ask to learn more

about the student –

course, degree

motivation.

Close the

conversation, wish

them well

What are their

experiences, why do

they think they are

suited, what are their

career aims?

Your assessment –

reflect on what

you have heard

and offer advice on

next steps to build

their experiences

and further ways

to investigate 

the sector.

What are the next

steps and are they

clear on how to

achieve these?

What are the next

steps and are they

clear on how to

achieve these?

Recap your

conversation.

Highlight the

positives, remind

them of their

actions and help

them grow their

confidence.

DISCOVER ADAPT TAKE ACTIONTAKE ACTION ACHIEVE CLOSE

15 MINS 15 MINS 10 MINS10 MINS 10 MINS 5 MINS

©



Your Feedback 

After you have completed your conversation

with the student we will send you a link for

your feedback to help the 1 Hour Project to

improve. Please complete the evaluation form

and we’d particularly love to hear about

someone that you think has real potential and

that we should recommend to someone in

industry as well as anyone else that might be

willing to give their time as an expert.

Vouch for us




